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G. LEMERCIER - M. SAUVAGE 

RESUME : 
SUPER-PHENIX - integrated pool type power reactor -

requires large dimension upper shuttings, as compared to 
PHENIX, and development of new solutions had to be under
taken, such as the use of metallic thermal insulations above 
the liquid sodium. A large number of tests have been ful
filled to adjust these solutions, and their validation for 
SUPER-PHENIX has lead to the construction of a large mock up 
(0 6 m), named "GULLIVER", representative of the upper 
shuttings, as far as geometrical similitude is concerned. 
These experiments, covering a lapse of 10700 hours concern 
essentially : 

- Thermal insulations associated with cooled structures 
- Thermal problems concerning the crossings in the 

upper structure for large compoments, the cover gas, 
the link between the reactor vessel and the slab. 

- Problems in relation with liquid sodium condensation 
on the structures. 

Presently, endurance tests on components are going on. 

This paper follows the one presented at the first 
conference, its object being the presentation of the expe
rimental results obtained on GULLIVER as well as a des
cription of the envisaged future programs. 
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ETUDES EXPERIMENTALES DES FERMETURES SUPERIEURES 
DES REACTEURS A NEUTRONS RAPIDES 

SUPER-PHENIX, réacteur de puissance du type intégré entraîne des dimensions impor
tantes des fermetures supérieures par rapport à celles de Phénix, lesquelles ont 
nécessité le développement de nouvelles solutions, par exemple l'e.nploi d'un calo
rifuge métallique face au sodium liquide, ̂|§f|pr. La mise au point de ces solutions 
a fait l'objet de nombreux essais, leur validation pour Super-Phénix a conduit à 
construire une grande maquette (0 6 m ) , dénommée "GULLIVER", représentative en si
militude géométrique des fermetures supérieures. L'expérimentation réalisée durant 
10700 heures concerne l'étude spécifique : 

- Des isolations thermiques associées aux structures refroidies. 

- De la thermique des traversées de composant, ciel de pile, liaison 
cuve-dalle. 

- Des problèmes liés aux condensats de sodium sur les structures. 

Actuellement, l'expérience continue pour tester les matériels au vieillissement. 
La communication ̂ géaaf^e&p^g^Tr^ia da, nr^e^£^i%e^^fa^XÊS^^^J>rt^^f»^tri^^ 
/tpq£gjg£&*ft€44 présente* les résultats d'essais de "GULLIVER" et ̂ indique/ les 
programmes futurs. 
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USED IN PRESENCE OF SODIUM VAPORS AND AEROSOLS 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the major results of the 
development tests carried out on the metal thermal 
insulation used in presence of argon containing sodium 
aerosol and vapors, and designed to protect the 
"Super Phénix" reactor slab. It also specifies the 
conditions under which sodium penetrates into this 
non-sealed thermal insulation and the precautions 
required to prevent the formation of these condensates 
which might eventually cause deterioration of its 
thermal characteristics. 

- INTRODUCTION -

The Phénix reactoc project studies showed t.iat it 
would be very difficult to adopt the solution of a 
"hot-, roof", with *><temal thermal insulation which 
had been decided for this reactor mainly because of 
the mechanical and thermal problems posed by such a 
structure. 

The difficulties originate in the temperature 
distribution in the structures according to the reac
tor operating conditions, particularly during tempe
rature transients and variations in primary pump 
speed. 

These problems will become more serious when, as 
expected, the main vessel dimensions will be increased 
in proportion to the increase in reactor power ; other 
solutions to avoid this type of problem have been 
studied ; for Super Phénix a slab insulated on its 
lower face was considered : the "roof was no longer 
necessary but, on the other hand , it required ther
mal insulation which could be usod throughout the 
service life of the reactor in sodium aerosols and 
vapors laden argon atmosphere . 

Figure I gives a schematic view of these two 
solutions. 
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- Fig J : Thermal insulation dispjsition in Fhe,iix(A) 
and.Super Phénix (8). 

The thermal insulation developped for this purpose 
is a non-sealed thermal insulation. Its design requi
red multiple long duration tests which aimed at 
specifying the technological arrangeants and the 
operating conditions to be adopted in order to prevent 
sodium penetration and condensate formation which 
would modify the thermal characteristics of this mate
rial. 

This paper presents the main steps in the develop
ment of this thermal insulation and the results of 
the tests carried out on this material. 
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- TEST EQUIWPff -
The development «es carried out mainly on two tes t 

installations at Cadarache. 
- The f irs t installation (N*l) consists of a 

600 irni diameter vessel, containing high tempera tu-'2 
sodium. The thermal insulation to be tested i s attached 
to the lower surface of the cover of this vessel . The 
distance between the sodium and the lower face of the 
thermal insulation i s 250 nut» 

The upper face of the cover i s cooled (between 
40 and 60"C) by sodiun potassitsr circulation. 

The température of the sodium in the tank can be 
adjusted to any value between 150*C and 600*C. The 
blanket gas i s argon with pressure set at about 
SOmbar. 

The tes t equipnent and the thermal insulation to 
be tested are f itted with Jiermocouples which conti-
nously indicate the temperature distribution in the 
thermal insulation and structures, especially in one 
of the studs securing the thermal insulation under 
the cover. 

- The other model fN*2) differs from the precee 
ding .nodel by i t s dimensions (diameter =» 1600 mm) and 
by the cooling system of the cover supporting the 
thermal insulation ; a water-cooled system i s used 
as i n "SuFar Phénix". 

One of the advantages of this unit i s that, becau
se of i t s size, the effects of thermal leakage through 
the walls are minimized and consequently, a more 
hanogeieous tempera tare distribution i s obtained in 
the thermal insulation. The cover i s f i t ted in i ^ 
centre portion, with a 350 mm diameter chimney lined 
with the thermal insulation to be tested. 

The thermal insulation consists of several layers 
of 50 nrn thick wire gauze screens, the characteristics 
of which are given in the following table. 

C'n»r*e t er i s t i e i Tttt Big « • ! Twl P i 9 « '? 

Wii» g;uzs fcrstn P.* 20 6 
Dtnsity of tei»Mily fk*A>") 1600 1100 
"•tan Thcx-ci conductivity 
bit.«e*n «0»C »nd HO'C 
(w/1». ,C) \ . 0,08 A • 0,16 
A»i«l tmpeiaturt çtsiinni 
CC/w.) 7000 5000 ' 

"tin-ht«t flu* donsity 
(W/O 560 930 

Mcon speci f ic h«ut 
(J/kg.'C) 500 S00 

The 22 CM 18.10 (304L) stainless steel screens are 
assembled into 2 cushions consisting of S super impo
sed panels each. The cushions are separated by an 
antl-convective plate 0.2 inn thick and the assembly 
i s held under compression by 6 mm thick plates with 
dimenslc is depending on the tes t equipment ; each . 
plate supported in i t s centre portion, by a stud 
secured to the cover. For big surfaces, these plates 
have standard dimensions 500 x 500 x 6 mm. 

The lay-out dascribed above has been adopted for 
Super-Phenix (Figure 2 ) . 
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- Fig 2 : Internal structure of metallic ir.sulat'on 
Perspective vieu 

- fflJOR TEST RESULTS -
1) Thermal insulation operating conditions. 
Since 1972, when the f irst developments on metal 

insulation started, over 50 000 hours have been spent 
testing on several installations, and mainly on the 
2 set-ups described in the previous chapter. 

These tests revealed the major factors governing 
sodiun aerosol and vapor penetration, which led to 
modifications in the original design. 

The results given below were Obtained during 3 
tes ts campaigns of significant duration carried out 
on test r igs N*l and N*2, in the configuration f inal 
ly adopted for Super Phénix. 

The only differences come from the operating con
ditions and the geometrical characteristics of the 
wire gauze screens (Refer to "able I ) . 

The test conditions during the*'-3 campaigns (A, 
B and C) are surmarized in Table II below. 
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I t may be noted that a certain rate oi thermal 
cycles have been carried out, to simulate the opera
ting conditions of a reactor. During these cycles a 
temperature variation was induce by adding argon, 
and low températures (2S0"C and 170*C) were maintaiwd 
for 3 hours. 

A B C 

Test «qui?<Mtnt used 
(Refer to Chapter 11} 

*ft tf\ >1»2 

Duration o f tests in ixesenee 
o f M J i u » (hours) 417J '3143 10340 

Sodium terpernture (*C) 535 (00 S35 

Tcmcerntuiè of heated surface 
o f i r s u i a t i o n (*C) 

< 320 $ 4 2 0 $3T0 

Tvapcraturc of cold surface 
o f i n i u l o t i o n (*C) 55 50 

K\rrb*r of thermal 'yc les 

*«« 2S0«C 25 41 54 

"Ma 170»C 0 1 " 0 

T«tle II - Insulation opcritir.o canefition*. 

2) Remarks. 
- Thermal insulation tested during campaigns A and 

C did not show any trace of sod inn (insulation hori
zontal) . It must be noted that the temperature of the 
insulation hot surface was always lever than 3S0*C. 

- The vertical insulation "in the chimney of test 
rig N*2 was partly plugged by sodium, the amount of 
condensates closely paralleled the temperature gra
dient to which the chimney insulation was subjected. 
It must be noted that electrical heaters were placed 
in the chimney, and that the argon temperature in this 
area was approximately n50*C. 

- The thermal insulation tested during campaign 
B showeo sod tun condensates. Most of the wdiun had 
settled in the 2 hottest panels. 

The sodium penetrated into the insulation by 
capillarity between the 6 mm thick support plate and 
the insulation itself. This penetration is related to 
the temperature of the insulation hot surface which 
was 420'c*. At that temperature, stainless steel is 
very wet, capillarity forces are significant and allow 
for sodium progression between horizontal planes. 

- Because of its design, it is difficult to degas 
the insulation. Oxygen discharge was noticed during 
the first 1500 hours of operation at high temperatures. 

3) Thermal conductivity of the Insulations tested. —~»— ———— 
The thermal conductivity of the insulations tested 

during campaigns A and C did not change with time, 
except during the thermal cycles accompanied by argon 
injections. 

On that occasion, it was noted that the impurities 
contained in argon were trapped primarily by the sodium 
covering the support plates, thus increasing the coef
ficient of emissivity of these plates, and consequen
tly, the heat flux going through the insulation. 

When the insulation is heated again, the emissivi
ty coefficient settles to its original value, the 
impurities gathered on the support plates being washed 
away by the liquid condensates which form permanently 
on their lower face. 

As for the thermal insulation tested during cam- -
paign B, its mean conductivity changed by afnroxima-
tely 9% during the 13 143 hours of testing, because 
of the sodium penetration. 

The conductivity values obtained after numerous 
measurements are given in Table I. 

These are mean values within less than - It. 
These values allow for the conductivity of the moun
ting studs which transmit approximately 13» of the 
total flux going through the insulation asssnbly. 

It may also be noted that coarse-mesh gauze 
screens (N*6) seem to be less permeable to sodium 
condensates, but allow gieatear conductivity (conduc
tivity-convection) . For the reactor insulation, gauze 
screen N°20 for SO mm thick assembly was chosen. 
Figure 3 gives the apparent thermal conductivity 
evolution of the insulation material versus the insu
lation mean temperature. 
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-Fig 3 : Apparent thermal conductivity of thermal 
imulation. 
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- CONCLUSION -
The tests carried out on the metal insulation 

were used to define the construction lay-outs and 
the type of ir-sulation to be adopted for the slab of 
Super Phénix. 

These tests also evidenced a temperature threshold 
(320*C) below which sodiun condensates cannot penetra
te Into the thermal insulation. Above this temperature 
it must be expected that the thermal performances 
will decrease as the temperature and the period of 
operation Increase. 

' These test results must now be confirmed on a 
large dimension mock-up '6 m diameter) r<>producir»} 
perfectly the slab of Super Phénix. The first tests 
on this new installation are due to begin in 
March 1977. 
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